WISA Arnhem

At WISA we design, develop, manufacture and sell sanitary products since 1865. From
our head office and factory in The Netherlands we have been engaged in sanitary ware for
almost a century and a half. Growing over the years in flushing technology, we nowadays
offer a complete assortment of toilet systems, vitreous china, toilet seats, plumbing
accessories and Wellness products.

Warranty and Certificates
10

With WISA XS you choose
for a secure installation. So
without hesitation we offer you
a full 10 year guarantee.

WISA
is
an
ISO
certified
organisation. This shows a full
control of continuous improvement
of the organisation.

WISA takes it’s responsibility
a step further and offers a 25
year guarantee on the supply
of spare parts.

All WISA XS concealed systems
are tested to carry a minimum of
400 kilo.

400 KG

WISA XS concealed cisterns
are certified by renowned
national and international
institutes.

For information on our other products please check our catalogue or
website www.wisa-sanitair.com.
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XS variant frames
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WISA XS variant built-in frames
During development of the XS, WISA was assisted by an elaborate team of installers. The practical experience of these professionals show
that aspects like easy installation, reliability, failure cost reduction, but also efficient processing and aesthetics are of big importance. This
knowledge, combined with WISA’s yearlong experience in flushing technology, was the basis for the development of XS, and every other
system in the XS series. Besides toilet systems WISA XS also supplies systems for urinal, wash basin and support bars.

XS WC Vario

art.nr. 8050452735

XS L WC Vario
with support plates
art.nr. 8050452738

XS WC Front
with internal water
connection

XS WC Front
Corner

art.nr. 8050452703

XS Urinal
XS L WC Front Front with
fixation for support bars electronic flushing
art.nr. 8050452737

art.nr. 8050452756

art.nr. 8050452794

XS L WC Front
art.nr. 8050452707

XS WC Self
Supporting Frame
art.nr. 8050452731

Easy installation

Convenience for consumers

Control panels

- All parts pre-installed.

- Big choice in design, materials and applications.

innovation by WISA. A line of luxury control

- A suitable solution for every situation because of the

- New and contemporary materials.

panels for the XS system. The control panels are

- Dutch design and production.

ultra thin, compact, and appear to be detached

- Easy changing from mechanical to pneumatic and back.

- 10 year warranty and 25 year supply of spare parts guaranteed.

from the wall. Dutch design in combination

- Easy access to the tank for service.

- Excellent quality.

compact system.

art.nr. 8050452757

XS Wash basin
art.nr. 8050452721

Corner fixation

XS for Support
bars

XS Bidet

art.nr. 8050452911

XS shower/bath
art.nr. 8050452741

art.nr. 8050452751

WISA XS sink frame
art.nr. 8050452724

art.nr. 8050452997

art. 8050452722

Design and technology meet in the latest

with contemporary and trendy materials like
aluminium, glass and stainless steel brings

- Powerful flush.

XS Urinal for
XS Urinal for
mechanical mechanical control
control panels XS panel Square

8050420201

8050414602

8050414151

8050419801

stylishness into your bathroom.

Click and break along
the fold lines. No tools
needed.

As an accessory we
offer a pre-cut wall
finishing kit.

Easy and quick installation with the pre-installed wall connection.

Optional: For hard to
reach drainage pipes
you can choose the
WISA Flexifon Built-in.

The discharge elbow
is adjustable towards
the direction of the
drainage.

Mechanical or pneumatic
operation
is
possible in the same
system by changing
the lever mechanism.

If drlling in the floor is
not possible we provide
a special wall connection set.

Including drilling
template.

Narrow frame of only
38 cm wide which makes it possible to easily
position it into a corner.

All XS concealed
cisterns come with a
sound insulation kit.

Fully insulated against
condensation.

The universal hydraulic
float valve fills every
cistern in no time and at
a very low noise level.

The rim in the flush
pipe prevents the rubber seal from moving
during installation of
the toilet bowl.

The yellow masonry aid
en covers protect the
system from dirt during
installation.

Easy installation in
height by using the two
1-meter level stickers.
The frame is adjustable
up to 20 centimeters.

Pneumatic operation
is possible in the same
cistern by easy changing of the mechanism.

WISA XS concealed
cisterns are suitable
to connect to plastic
piping systems.

WISA XS concealed
cisterns come with a
pre-installed water connection.

Every XS concealed
cistern is supplied with
a PE discharge elbow
(Ø 90 mm) and PE off
set reducer (Ø 90x110)
for easy drainage.

With one click the flush
valve can be set from
6 liters to 7,5 liters,
and back again. Even
without removing the
mechanism from the
tank.

